
Herbert Kolloge KG

Offenbacher Landstraße 204-208
Frankfurt am Main 60599

Phone: +49 (0)69 6109330
Fax: +49 (0)69 629557

Our experience to solve your problem cases - for almost 100 years for us revolves

around the gasket. Our service includes not only the technical expertise, we also

develop special sealing systems, manufacture according to customer needs,

provide our extensive tool and form of the park is available, run a emergency and

you can select from our extensive stock short supply. Our program covers all types

of materials and materials of all major manufacturers that you here in an

alphabetical selection can retrieve. Please click on the desired first letter of your

requested product or use our convenient search function. Do you have questions

about a product, or should your search for any desired result, please send us an

email to: info@kolloge.de  For nearly 100 years we concern us with SEALS and

GASKETS. Our services include not only the technical consulting, but also the

development of specialised seals systems, the fabrication on customers

specifications, laying our wide range of Instruments and forms at customers

disposal, possessing an emergency service and the prompt supplying from our

depository.
Our range include the following types of all weIl known manufacturers:Hydraulic-,
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pneumatic seals (as compact sealing, 0-rings, wipers, U-ring set)Rotation- seals (as

V-ring, rotary shaft seals)PTFE high pressure, high temperature sondenGaskets and

washers for pressure and waste water pipesStuffing-box packing Pump-and Valve-

packing (from PTFE, Aramid, Graphite, Carbon, Glass, Ceramic)Roof-shaped seal

setShaft seal RADIAMATICRod seals : U-rings, compact seals, roof-shaped seal sets

Automatic V-packingWiper rings: Dirt wipers, Double wipersPiston seals: Compact

sealsStatic seals : 0-rings, PTFE support ringsRotary seals: FORSHEDA V-RingFluid

Isolation material and Glue; EPPLE based-wholesalerProducts for maintenance,

lubrication and anti-corrosion; CRC-KONTAKTCHEMIE based-wholesalerAutomatic

lubrication material; PERMA based-wholesaler

We should be pleased to offer you our support in the a. m. fields and hope to get

your inquiries and orders soon.
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